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Cause 1: Segregation
Some areas in Chicago are very segregated. Although they may not be 100% 
segregated, it can be a very high percentage of one group of people. For example, Little 
Village is highly populated with Latinos or any related groups, whereas Englewood is 
highly populated with African Americans. As a result of this, some groups feel down 
graded or racially isolated to a point where one group feels like they need group power. 
How do they show group power? For young people, one way is through affiliation with 
gangs or with violence toward other groups. One group can shoot a member from 
another group, then that group in retaliation will do the same. The violence won't stop 
between them until something can be settled.

My Strategies
Due to the segregation problem, one strategy  that I think may be helpful to reduce the 
violence between racial groups is neighborhood activities, that are open to anyone from 
anywhere. How this can benefit is people from both groups can join in activities like 
sports, arts, etc. In this way, people can get a chance to work cooperatively with each 
other and get to know each other. Although some places do have activities like this, 
there can be one of two problems. One is the programs may not represent  many 
people's interests, or two, the people in the community's may not know about them. 
Neighborhood parks or organizations can make programs or sport leagues that can be 
advertised in different communities. This can reduce the violence between different 
races by bringing them together which can also help with the segregation.

Cause 2 :Poverty and economic inequality
Poverty in an urban area can be very hard. What I mean is most urban areas are either 
middle class or lower. In this case economic inequality can cause a lot of people to have 
little to no money, and out of the desperation to make money, some people do take 
extreme measures. Some sell drugs, sell guns, or some people can even do things for 
money like killing, brutally beat someone, and more. That shows that just the problems 
of lack of money and jobs can cause even worse problems.

My Strategies
Due to the poverty problem, a good way to benefit people who have no money is to 
have the community to have a service program that can help the neighborhood and pay 
the volunteers. One example can be to clean up the neighborhood. That can benefit the 
community by having the individuals get paid and help the community by keeping them 
from making other choices in the wrong paths to make money. Although this may not 
solve the entire poverty and economic inequality problems, it can help reduce the 
problem.



Cause 3 :Miseducation/lower quality schools
Miseducation and lower quality schools can cause violence in a big way. One example 
is if kids do not get the proper education or if schools are very low quality and low on 
learning supplies, it can cause kids to go down the wrong road. By that I mean, if 
schools are low quality the city can close down the schools. This has happened in the 
past, where the city closes down local schools and kids have to go further to a new 
school and face the risk of crossing different gang territories. That also increases 
violence and danger for the kids. Miseducation can cause kids to follow that road and 
they themselves can cause the violence.

My Strategies
Since miseducation and lower quality schools have affected the community and the 
students, one way we and the city can help is to help lower quality schools grow and 
improve instead of just getting them out the way by closing them down. The community 
can help in a big way by having fundraisers and activities to raise money to help out as 
well. This can also help with the miseducation problem. With the money that the 
community can raise, they can use it to buy learning supplies to teach the students 
properly and fill them with knowledge and help prevent them from going down the wrong 
road. So this strategy can help the kids of today be safer and go towards the right road.

Cause 4 :Availability of guns
Availability to guns is probably the biggest problem with violence. Although it’s illegal to 
buy a gun in the city of Chicago, one can simply drive an hour or so to the suburbs and 
purchase a real gun. This means that someone can simply bring a gun into the city and 
cause trouble. The result is that Chicago has strong gun control but the most deaths 
due to gun violence. What other than guns actually coming in from the surrounding 
suburban areas. Also, even though most gun stores have to check your ID and personal 
information and background in order for you to buy a gun, people can buy guns at a gun 
show or on the Internet without a background check as well.
 
My Strategies
What we can do to help this problem, is to make sure that every gun seller has to check 
any individual that is purchasing a gun so if they find a criminal background the store 
workers can know and refuse to allow the purchase. Another way we can help out is to 
have more state troopers to help prevent these weapons to coming in the city if the 
people do end up buying a gun. If we do these things we can help and lower the amount 
of guns coming in to the city, and we can also prevent guns being sold to the wrong 
people by checking their information. This is my best strategy to help the gun problem 
because of the easiness to obtain one.


